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ABSTRACT 

ENVIRONMENTAL IDDEL OF LAKE HARRISON 

by 

KATHRYN ·A. KRUEGER 

A rrodel was developed to predict effects of future urbanization 

in Lake Harrison at The Woodlands, Texas. A steady-state rrodel was 

fonnulated first to show general trends of rronthl y lake response to 

wet and dry climatic conditions. The need to predict dynamic 

responses resulted in the development of a daily rrodel which could 

accept input from a surface nmoff rrodel adapted to the watershed. 

An hourly time interval was then incorporated to s:imulate individual 

stonn events. The nndel was effective in predicting stornwater 

retention and treatment in the lake system, as well as sediment 

uptake and discharge. Direct effects of urbanization were quanti

fied both in volu:ne and flow rate. -qsing the rrodel, various 

consequences of alternative approaches to future land use development 

and lake management practices can be simulated and analyzed prior to 

implementation in The Woodlands. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mathe~mtical IJDdeling is emerging as a very powerful predictive 

tool in the solution of m:my envirornnental problems. The basic concept 

of modeling is the development of a quantitative expression of a process 

or pher.ornenon that can be observed and predicted. The behavior of the 

system should be described to the extent that allows predictions of 

system response under various forcing functions. 

~·bdel development is concerned T..vith five basic steps. First is 

the conceptualization or formulation of the problem. This requires an 

analysis of the physical system and determination of the variables and 

their interactions. Next is the functional representation describing 

the dynamics of the variables 'Vvith ma.theiilCltical expressions, which is 

followed by a computational representation to solve the equations. The 

IJDdel is then calibrated to ma.tch predicted results to actual data. 

Verification is the final step, requiring that the nodel simulate the 

conditions of new data, independent of the calibration data, without 

adjusting coefficients or functions. 

It is difficult to manage nultiftmctional lakes without detailed 

infonnation on cause-effect relationships present in the system. Lake 

Harrison in The Woodlands, Texas, is a man-ma.de lake system which pro

vides for storm~ter retention and treatment, non-contact recreation, 

irrigation, fire protection, and aesthetic beauty in the area. The 

outflow eventually drains into Lake Houston, the water supply reservoir 

for the City of Houston, Te.v.as. For these reasons, the quality and 

quantity of the lake outflow is of important concern. Urbanization is 

changing the land use and hydrologic conditions of the area 'Which will 



affect the capability of the lake system to perfonn these e ftmctions 

properly. A mathematical rrodel was developed to relate irinteractions 

of the system and predict lake responses t.mder present anend various al

ternative future conditions. 

Different levels of resolution can be obtained withinin lake tmdel 

development. A rronthly or steady-state rrodel can be used::l to analyze 

general trends over lang periods of tilne, while a dynamic: rrodel pre

dicts more specific responses to rainfall and changing laand use prac

tices. A dynamic model that predicts daily responses is l good for 

analyzing most hydrologic influences other than individuaal storms. 

Such a model can be used to study lake problems such as ddownstream 

flooding, eutrophication, and sediment rerroval. kl hourl:ly model, how

ever, shows dynamic responses to rainfall intensity and drluratian of 

stom events. 

2 

The objectives of this research were to develop a hyydrologic model 

of Lake Harrison, to modify and calibrate a surface rt.mofbff nodel for 

the watershed of Lake Harrison, to analyze the results, a:and to deter

mine the usefulness of the TIDdels as predictive tools forr future con

ditions at The Woodlands. 



II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ecology of Lakes 

Functian of Lakes 
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Ecological studies of lakes have been performed for TI many years, as 

illustrated by S. A. Forbes in 1887 when he wrote the esscsay, "The Lake 

as a Microcosm," which was one of the first works to recogJgnize that the 

plants and animals in a habitat are part of a dynamic inteteractive sys

tem, in which each part has various effects on other part1:ts (Watt, 1973). 

Freshwater habitats occupy a relatively small portion oft the earth's 

surface as compared to marine and terrestrial habitats, btbut their im

portance to man is far greater than their area as a sourcece of water for 

domestic and industrial needs and as a convenient and checeap waste dis

posal system (Och.nn, 1971) . Because man is abusing this nm.atural re

source, it is necessary to attempt to analyze the stresse1:es wherever 

possible. Lake modeling has become an effective tool in E analyzing and 

managing aquatic ecosystems (Haefner and Gillett, 1976; OcOdum, 1971; 

Scavia et al. , 1976; Park et al. , 1975) . 

Freshwater Ertvironment 

Several factors are especially important in the overcrall stability 

of freshwater regimes. Aquatic organisms with narrow tolelerances can be 

greatly affected by variations in temperature as well as 1 by circulation 

and stratification caused by temperature changes. Transpcparency allows 

light penetration necessary for photosynthesis and can bececorne a limit

ing factor to aquatic life when restricted by suspended ~terials or 

by living organisms. Currents often determine the distritibution of vi

tal gases, salts, and small organisms. Dissolved oxygen, , carbon diox-
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ide, and nutrient levels are the oost frequently measuredd and oost in

tensively studied physical factors in the freshwater envi:rlronment. Con

centrations of nitrates, phosphates, calcium, and other scsalts influence 

the number and distribution of species present in the habnitat. 

Freshwater organisms can be classified as to their pqposition in the 

energy or food chain, as to their life fom or life habit,t, or as to re

gion or subhabitat. There are three regions or zones eviddent in lakes. 

The littoral zone is the shallow water region v.lith light I penetration to 

the bottom and is typically occupied by rooted plants. TIThe limnetic 

zone is the open water region to the depth of effective ljlight penetra

tion, called the compensation level which is the depth at t 'Which photo

synthesis balances respiration. In this zone are planktoron, nekton, and 

sometilnes neuston. The bottom and deep water area 'Which j is beyond the 

depth of effective light penetration is known as the proftfundal zone. 

This region is often absent in ponds . The fresh.\:.mter biotota consists 

mainly of algae, bacteria and fungi, aquatic spennatophytetes, crustacea, 

aquatic insects, oollusks, and fish. 

Eutroppic_ation 

:M.any lakes are undergoing accelerated aging, known ams eutrophica

tion, due to man's activities. The resultant problems--- prolific weed 

growth, nuisance algal blooms, deteriorating fisheries, ~aired water 

quality, and sed:i.rrent infilling -- pose a serious threat t to the utili

zation of these lakes (Deparb:nent of Natural Resources, 1S.974). Eutro

phication occurs 'When excess nutrients are introduced intcto the lake, 

stimulating the grO\vth of algal blooms that rise to the s'lSurface. The 

oxygen prod1..tced by photosynthesis largely escapes into thd:le air, and 

when the blooms die, oxygen in the water is used up, ofteren stressing 
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or killing fish. 

M:m' s many uses of the land contribute polluting subs'l)stances to 

water bodies (Bullard, 1966). 'Ihe nutrient content of lakakes may be 

greatly increased by land alterations. The sBire is true £(for sediment 

inflows. On a volume basis, sediment is the single greates.test pollutant 

load to lakes and waterways (U.S. Environmental Protection .on Agency, 1973). 

Sedimentation in reservoirs and the associated losses in st. storage capa

city represent major problems (U.S. Department of Agricultulture, 1963). 

In general, the watershed sediment yield decreases with incincreasing 

dr~a_inage area so that sma.ll watersheds deliver proportioionately larger 

yields than watersheds with areas greater than 10 square nn miles (Dendy 

et al., 1973; Roehl, 1962; Glymph, 1954). 

MOdeling Techniques 

The mathernaticaloodel can be thought of as having fofour basic ele

w.ents (Odum, 1971) . System variables are sets of numbers :; which are 

usecl. to represent the state, or condition, of the system cat any time. 

Flows or interactions between the corrponents of the nodel L are repre

sented by equations called transfer functions or functionc~l relation

ships. Inputs to the system, or factors affecting but nobt affected by 

the corrponents of the system, are represented by equationns called forc

ing functions. Finally, constants of the mathematical eququations are 

called parameters. 

The equations, or functional relationships, that defi!fine a IIDdel 

can take a variety of fonns . Some of the mathematical too:ools available 

include set theory and transformations to define the possi>sible states a 

IIDdel can ass'\.lr!le, matrix algebra to manipulate system relclationships, 

and difference and differential equations to describe q~titatively 
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the way systems change over tinE. ~ical analysis techlmiques (Niel

sen, 1968; Hanrning, 1962; McCracken and fum, 1967; Goddenf!£1., "\.~QS) nave 
facilitated the task of describing complex relationships fc for digital 

c~uters efficiently. 

lake fudels 

The quality and quantity of water in reservoirs has be become an im

portant consideration in the operation of existing flood cd control struc

tures and in envir0111Ie1tal assessment, structural design, , and rmde of 

operation of all new multipurpose impotmdrrents. Recent mernphasis on 

water quality and quantity problems stems from increasing g use of reser

voirs for recreation, the passage of local, state, and fedederal water 

quality laws, and the general public's nntmting awareness :s of environ

mental problems (Gordon and Babb, 1975) . Mathematical nnodeling of 

reservoirs provides a powerful tool for use in investigattion and plan

ning efforts. 

Due to the fact that lakes can have individual and tn1 tmique features 

and interactions of variables, it has been difficult to de develop one 

generalized nndel that would be applicable to all situatio.tions. Therefore, 

much ti.m= and effort have been devoted to nodeling individvidual reservoirs. 

The Texas Water Developrrent Board (1970) produced a Reserrvoir Operating 

and Quality Routing Program (RESOP-I) to calculate the fiinn yields of 

single reservoirs and simulate the transfer of conservatiive minerals. 

SJJvlYLD-II, SJM-IV, and AL-III are three other nndels desi:igned by The 

TeY..as Water Developrrent Board (1973) for planning large-sscale, multi

basin sl..ILface water resource systems. Chen and Or lob (19.972) developed 

an estuary and lake ecologic model that is based on a rnullti-layered 

system to handle stratification. Feigner and Jaoorski (X1972) used a 



non-tidal model and a hydrodynamic model to investigate altternative 

water quality and waste water managerrent plans in the Potoorn:lc Estuary. 

Lombardo (1973) constructed a model to sinrulate the dynamic:rl..cs of a num

ber of water constituents in impoundments, lakes, and reser,ervoirs. The 

model assumes the lake to consist of one or two layers witth inflows 

and outflows entering and leaving the top layer. Lonbardo) (1973) re

views several water quality rrodels, with the conclusions tthat water 

quality data are one of the major limitations for proper rrmodel appli

cation and testing and that the best nodel to be used in a:an area is 

dependent upon the system and problems to be analyzed. 

Many models have been designed to analyze or predict cone specific 

aspect of water quality, such as the work by Feldennan andd Eno (1975) 

to predict the trajectories of sediment particles after thhey enter a 

typical prairie lake. Another example is the nodel by FruhJh (1973) to 

study the nutrient concentrations in Texas impoundments. ~ The U. S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (1976) assembled much of tithe recent 

work in rrodeling and simulation of diverse environments. 

Runoff Models 

7 

A number of computer models have been developed to prepredict storm

water runoff hydrographs or volumes. A few examples are ci cited. The 

Hydrologic Land-Use Jvbdel, HI.AND (Bedient et al., 1976) utttilizes the 

Thornthwaite water balance method (Thornthwaite, 1948), annd the Muskin

gum streamflow routing technique. The Storm Water Managemment Y.odel, 

SWMH (U. S. Envirornnental Protection Agency, 1975), and th:he Storage, 

Treatment, and Overflow lbdel, S'IDRM (U. S. Army Corps of : Engineers, 

1976), were designed as stonrwater management aids with op>ptions for pre

dicting effects and costs of treatment and storage of storonrwater as well 
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as quantity and quality of nmoff. 'Ihe University of Cincinnati Urban 

Rtrr1off fudel, UCURH (Papadakis and Preul, 1973), is a single-event nm

off simulation rrodel that assumes the drainage basin to be divided into 

'Wholly pervious or 'Wholly impervious sub-catdmJents. This nndel employs 

Horton's equation (1933) modified for field conditions. 

SUIIID3.ry 

The concern for preserving lake quality has inspired the develop

ment of mathematical rrodels for various purposes . Their value as power

ful decision-making tools is widely accepted and utilized (Odum, 1971). 

Due to the complexity of nature, rrodels nrust be developed for different 

situations in order to analyze the specific areas of concern in each 

case. The work that follows describes the construction of such a nndel 

to study the ecology and hydrology of Lake Harrison at The Woodlands, 

Texas. 
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III. SITE DESCRIPTION 

Location 

The model of a lake should closely reflect the total concept of the 

environment surromding it. The location, ftmction, and operational pro

cedures of the lake should be analyzed before development of the model, 

and should be kept in mind throughout the entire modeling process . The 

lake system in this study is located in a relatively tmusual environment 

known as The ~\Toodlands, Texas. 

The Woodlands is a plarmed urban corrmunity being developed approxi

mately 30 miles north of Houston, Texas in l-bntgomery Cotmty (Figure 1). 

Development on the heavily forested 17,800 acre tract began in 1972 and 

should proceed over a 20 year period. The ultimate population is pro

jected to be approximately 150,000 in 1992. 

Land Use 

}bre than one-third of The Woodlands has been designated as open 

space. Some of the open space will be left in its natural state as 

wildlife corridors, 'While other areas will be maintained for recre

ational use, parklands, and other corrmmity facilities. The Woodlands 

is presently undergoing the construction involved in urbanization. 

About 6,800 acres will be residential areas, 1,700 acres are designated 

for restricted industrial use, and additional areas are allocated for 

offices and commercial facilities serving the town. At the time of the 

study, Phase One of development was in progress and 887 acres were be

ing developed for residential use, 61 acres for retail purposes, 276 

acres for churches and schools, and 372 acres for open space. However, 

the rate of development has been much slower than originally plarmed. 
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Natural Drainage System 

The Woodlands site is located in the Spring Creek drainage basin, 

with Spring Creek fonning the south and southwest borders of the area. 

Spring Creek drains into the San Jacinto River and into Lake Houston, 

which is a water supply reservoir for the City of Houston. The major 

stream draining The Woodlands is a tributary of Spring Creek lmown as 

Panther Branch. Drainage into Panther Branch and Spring Creek is pro

vided by numerous broad, shallow swales with slopes generally less than 

one percent. The swales are covered with native vegetation to impede 

the stormwater runoff flow and to provide recreational open areas dur

ing dry weather. These swales and the various lakes and retention 

ponds located throughout the area compose the natural drainage system 

utilized by The Woodlands. 

The natural drainage concept consists of the following principles: 

1) The existing drainage system in its unimproved state is utilized 

to the fullest extent possible; 2) Where drainage channels need to be 

constructed, wide shallow swales lined with existing native vegetation 

are used instead of cutting narrow, deep ditches; 3) Drainage pipes 

and other flood control structures are used only where the natural 

system is inadequate to handle increased urban nmoff, such as in high 

density urban activity centers; and 4) Flow retarding devices such as 

retention ponds and recharged berms are used where practical to mini

rraze increases in runoff volume and peak flow rates due to development 

(1'11inslow et al, 1974). This natural drainage concept is designed to 

minimize changes in nmoff due to urbanization by providing increased 

filtration and storage capacity and higher resistance to flow within 

the channels. 
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The natural drainage system of The Woodlands is carpoosed of nu

merous swales, scattered retention ponds, and several lakeres. One of 

these lakes is Lake Woodlands, a 250 acre lake located adjadjacent to a 

proposed Metro Center. Another lake is known as Lake C andmd is located 

in the Swale 8 drainage channel to rrdnimize adverse runoff cf effects. 

It is upstream of Lake Harrison, which is the major focus o:S of this study. 

Lake Harrison is a man-made lake system located at the Cornrnornrnercial and 

Leisure Center. As an integral part of the natrual drainagoage system, 

it is designed to impede and store stormwater runoff from tm the Swale 8 

watershed. Lake Harrison consists of two lakes separated by by a water

fall and a schematic is presented in Figure 2. The lakes all are nulti

functional in that they provide aesthetic beauty to the arearea, non-con

tact recreation, stormwater retention and treatment, fire p~ protection, 

and irrigation for the golf course and surrounding areas. 

The upstream lake is referred to as Lake B. It is the :he smaller of 

the two lakes, with a surface area of 4.1 acres. Lake B is is designed to 

be constant volume in order to provide a continuous flow oveover the water

fall between the two lakes. During drought periods, water tr is recycled 

from the lower lake into the upper lake to maintain the consonstant volume. 

Hydrology of Lake Harrison 

The cyclic movement of water in its vapor, liquid, andmd solid states 

is referred to as the hydrologic cycle. Water in the sea e-u evaporates 

and clouds of water vapor rrove over land areas. Precipitatiation occurs 

as snow, hail, and rain over the land and water begins its is flow back to 

the sea. Some of it infiltrates into the soil and flows slcslowly through 

aquifers to rivers or the sea. The water which infiltrates es also feeds 

surface vegetation and some is returned to the atmosphere b~by transpi-
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ration by plants. The water remaining on the surface partially evapo

rates, but the bulk of it travels as surface runoff to river channels. 

The river and lake surfaces also evaporate, and the remaining water re

turns to the sea via the river channels, where the whole cycle starts 

again. 

The hydrologic cycle emphasizes four major phases of interest in 

hydrology: precipitation, evaporation and transpiration, surface stream

flaw, and grotmdwater. These are all taken into consideration in the 

study of Lake Harrison. 

One of the inputs to Lake B is precipitation. It is measured by 

a rainfall gauge located on the parking lot adjacent to the lake. Di

rect runoff enters Lake B fran the surrounding areas which include the 

Corrmercial and Leisure Center, the golf course, and the residential 

areas. Indirect rrnoff is fran the Swale 8 Watershed (Figure 3), sub

divided into subwatersheds which drain into a gently sloping swale and 

then into Lake B. A U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) flaw gauge is lo

cated just upstream fran Lake B to rreasure the indirect runoff (Figure 

2) . The Woodlands Sewage Treatment Plant is located near Lake B and 

its tertiary treated effluent will provide a major source of lake 

water when The Woodlands corrrmmity has been developed to a greater ex

tent. The various phases of development will produce effluent in es

timated stages ranging fran an initial flaw of 0. 5 million gallons per 

day to an ultimate flaw of 6 million gallons per day. 

Outputs from Lake B include evaporation and overflow to the lower 

lake. 

Tll.e lower lake is designated Lake A. Although it is a variable 

volune lake, Lake A has a surface area of 12. 5 acres when full, and is 
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large enough to provide for non-contact recreation. Inputs:s to Lake A 

include precipitation and direct runoff from the surroundiring areas. 
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Also adding to the volure of the lake is the flow over the~ waterfall 

from Lake B. During dry weather, when the level of Lake A dA drops nore 

than one foot below the nonnal operating level, water is purrpunped in from 

a ground well to compensate for the loss. 

Water leaves Lake A by various routes, one of which is is evaporation. 

Another is irrigation for the golf course and surrotmding ar, areas during 

dry weather. Discharge to Panther Branch is through a chimn:i.tmey outlet. 

One side of the ch:i.tmey is lower to allow flow when the elev.levation of 

Lake A rises above 121.8 feet. In this case the outlet box •OX operates 

as a weir. \\!hen the water rises above the higher sides of of the ch:imney, 

it operates as an orifice in discharging the water. This diJ discharge rate 

is a fmction of the size of the outflow ch:imney and the el~levation of 

the lake. During flooding conditions, when the elevation of. of the lake 

rises three feet or rrore above the normal level, some of the the excess 

water flows out over a large spillway (Figure 4). 

Because the soil in the area is generally clay, groundwndwater infil

tration and seepage are assumed to be negligible in both lalakes (Soil 

Conservation Service, 1973). 
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IV. STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC IDDEL DESCRIPTION 

Steady-State Mbdel 

Once the variables and interactions of the lake systemem have been 

identified, the next step is to develop mathematical expres:essions which 

will interrelate them within the context of the lake envirrnrornnent. Since 

rrodeling is an iterative process, it is best to begin with h a very simple 

approach. When the initial findings are satisfactory, the be basic system 

can be nndified, expanded, and refined tmtil suitable resultults are ob

tained. For this reason, the mathematical equations 1;vere fj first devel

oped to simulate the lake system on a nnnthly basis, and thethe.11. nndified 

to produce daily and hourly results. 

Input Data 

The only input data necessary for the steady-state rrodrodel were rain

fall and evaporation data which were obtained for the years:s 1969-1974 

(U. S. Weather Service, 1969-1974). The precipitation data:a were mea

sured at Houston Heights and Houston Intercontinental AirpoJort. Rates 

of evaporation were recorded at Lake Sorrrnerville near Brenhiliam, Texas, 

which is about 30 miles northwest of The ~\Toodlands . 

The model is designed to analyze rronthly responses of i the lakes 

over a period of years. All that is necessary is that the • appropriate 

precipitation and evaporation data be provided. This featurure enables 

the analysis of varying weather conditions on the output pmarameters of 

the rrodel. Examples of this would include analyzing the efjffect of 

several consecutive very wet years or a long period of dro~t. 

Lake Volumes 

Both Lake A and Lake B are assumed to be at their no~l operating 
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capacities for initial conditions of each simulation. Sincnce Lake B is 

constant volume, the actual capacity is inmaterial to the rn IIDdel as out

puts and inputs are balanced to maintain this volume. Lakeke A, however, 

is a variable volume lake and is considered full at 122 feefeet (above sea 

level) which is the nonnal operating level. At this elevat:lration the lake 

contains 103.02 acre-feet or 33.57 x 106 gallons of water (r (Bryant-Cur

ington, 1973). 

Computer Representation 

Equations were developed to describe all the inputs and and outputs of 

each lake. These are presented in detail in Appendix I. Th The rnathemati-

cal expressions were then translated into a FDRTRAN languagtge computer 

program which allows fast, efficient solution of the equaticions. 

Since tables of numbers are difficult to interpret witlthout close, 

tedious inspection, a plotting routine was developed to prinrint bar charts 

of any variables that were selected. This gives a better ov overall pic-

ture of the results. 

The steady-state IIDdel was developed in a time-sharing ng IIDde which 

is the IIDst economical method of program development. Resulsults can be 

obtained easily and quickly from the completed IIDdel on an in interactive 

tenninal. 

Dynamic Model 

In order to analyze the actual dynamics of the lake syssystern, it is 

necessary to use a time step smaller than one IIDnth. A IIDde)del which 

can handle daily fluctuations will show, in much greater detrletail, what 

responses Lake Harrison will produce tm.der different hydrolo&>logic in-

fluences. 
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Input Data 

Data collection records from The Woodlands required thdhat the input 

be supplied from the 1975 water year. Woodlands rainfall cL data in daily 

increrrents were available from a USGS rain gauge that was e~ established 

on the parking lot adjacent to Lake Harrison in 1'1:rrch 1975. 5. Data for 

the previous m:mths were collected from a USGS rain gauge on on Sawdust 

Road in The Woodlands (Characklis et al, 1976). The corressponding pan 

evaporation rates were obtained from Lake Sorrrnerville (U. SS. Weather 

Service, 1974-1975). 

~uter Representation 

The equations of the steady-state rrodel had to be adjuusted to ac

co1.rrlt for daily rather than rronthly changes. Also, improveements were 

made to many areas of the rrodel, so that it would rrore clossely simulate 

the actual procedures and responses of the lake system. A. computer 

listing of the dynamic rrodel appears in Appendix II. 

One of the :in:proverrents involved the representation off the irriga

tion dem:md. In this analysis, a procedure was added to thhe program 

to check the rainfall data from the preceding five days. IIf there had 

been sufficient precipitation to meet the irrigation dernandd anytime 

within that period, no irrigation was rerroved from the lakee. This 

rrore closely reflected the actual practice at The Woodlandsls, rather 

than checl<ing the demand on a daily basis. 

A second change to the dynarnic rrodel was in s:i.mulatingg recircula

tion of water from Lake A to Lake B to maintain the constannt volurre of 

the upper lake. The steady-state rrodel calculated the actu...rua.l flow to 

be recycled and used this as an output of Lake A and an mpput to Lake 

B. Since the flow was merely being recirculated from one llake to the 
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other, it was providing an equal input and output to the sysystem. The 

entire recycle criterion, therefore, was omitted from the d dynamic m::>del. 

In the output, however, the outflow from Lake B shows the g quantity of 

water over the waterfall. ~tJh.en this value is negative, it t means this 

voltnne of water has to be recirculated from Lake A to maintntain the con

stant volune with overflow from the upper lake. 

A routine was added to the program to calculate m::>re a accurately 

the daily discharge from Lake A. The elevation-storage cururve (Figure 

5) and the elevation-discharge curve (Figure 6) were plott€ed to deter

mine the relationship between the change in storage in Lak£:::e A and the 

outflow rates. Once the daily change in storage had been ca calculated, 

the geometric mean of the change in storage was computed anand added to 

the previous day's volune to detennine the average volune o: of the lake 

for the present day. This volune was then used to select tl the mean dis

charge rate for the day, which was taken from the rating cu:r cu:rve devel

oped from a storage-discharge relationship. 

Once the discharge rate has been established, the flawsows are silru

lated through the chinney outlet at this rate 1.mtil the nonnnal volume 

of the lake is reached. If the discharge capacity of the 01outlet is 

not sufficient to release the excess water within the twent::;1ty-four hour 

period, the volume of the lake at the end of the day is useed as the 

starting volune of the next day's analysis. 

If the daily change in storage causes the level of Lakke A to rise 

IIDre than three feet above the normal elevation, water willl flow over 

the spillway. Since there were no discharge relationships , available 

for the spillway, a calibration analysis revealed an upper :limit dis

charge capacity of approximately 29,000 cubic meters per da:"IY (1, 024,011 
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cubic feet per day). 

If the daily change in . storage c-a:oses the level of thethe lake to 

drop npre than one foot below the nonna.l level, water is pu purrped in 

from a well to restore Lake A to its nonna.l operating eleVEevation. 
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Plotting routines were developed to plot any or all of of the re

sults on an interactive Tektronix graphics terminal and on on a Calcomp 

or other flat-bed plotter. A graphical representation of tf the results 

allows a muCh faster and easier interpretation and evaluatiation of the 

results. 

Finite Difference Technique 

The steady-state IIPdel was satisfactory as a first stetep in the 

development of a oodel of Lake Harrison. However, the mmthmthly time 

interval SIOOOthed out many of the interesting and important mt responses 

of the lake, such as the runoff and outflow characteristics Lcs of individ

ual stonns, the irrigation dem:md caused by short periods ot of drought, 

and the change in storage of Lake A due to variations in prprecipitation. 

For this reason, it was advantageous to develop a continuouous IIPdel 

which would provide a closer simulation of the true reactioi.ons of the 

lake system to the elements of its environment. 

The finite difference tedmique was used to make the m IIPdel con

tinuous. This is an efficient approach to solve differentitial equa

tions by replacing them with one or more difference equatioions that 

can be solved nu:nerically on a digital computer (Kuo, 1966; ); McConnick 

and Salvadori, 1964). Phenorrena in nature have a tendency v to change 

in a continuous m:mner, and closed fonns of equations do not.ot exist 

to describe characteristics such as rainstonns. Consequentitly, even 

if data were recorded continuously, it would still be necesessary to 
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use a method such as the finite difference teclmique to pe1perforrn the 

analysis since the equation to describe the observed curve ve would be 

an unknown and extrerrely complicated polynomial. 

The finite difference rrethod srooothes the data in sucbch a way that 

first and second derivatives could be taken if desired by fy fitting a 

third degree parabola through three data points at a tine. ~- Data points, 

such as precipitation values, are srroothed by dropping and 1d adding one 

value at a time until third degree parabolas have been fittitted through

out all the data. By using a small tine interval, the surm:mnation of 

the areas between each tine step approximates the area undader the 

srooothed curve, which represents the quantity increment ace-accumulated 

during each tine interval. The mnnerical results of this me method are 

the same as if a continuous simulation language were applie~ied because 

these languages must also use a discrete tine interval (McCicConnick and 

Salvadori, 1964). The finite difference technique can be ue used with 

IIDre precision by fitting a polynomial of higher degree thrhrough the 

data points. However, for the data involved in this analysiysis, the 

third degree parabola produced satisfactory results. 

The change in volume (V) over time of the Lake B is re1represented 

by 

dV = at P(t) + RO(t) + TE(t) + RC(t) - E(t) - OF(t) 

where P = precipitation 

RO = direct and indirect runoff 

1E = treated effluent 

RC = recirculated water 

E = evaporation 
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OF overflow to Lake A 

This change in volurre can be nurrerically represented by the:he finite dif-

ference technique. 

To dem::mstrate the method, the change in volurre due to to a simple 

variable, precipitation, can be used. 'lhe precipitation val values can be 

plotted a.s a ft.mction of time (Figure 7) . The differential .. al equation 

to describe the relationship between the change in volume o~ over time due 

to precipitation is 

dV 
at = P(t) or dV = P(t) dt 

The finite difference technique replaces this with 

6, V = P(t) At when t-+ 0 

This can be achieved in computer simulation by making the t:i! time interval, 

ll t, very small. 

Three equations are used to compute A V since unique e.e expressions 

are necessary to fit a parabola through the first and last vt values. The 

equations represent weighted contributions from each of the :he points 

analyzed, and are as follows (Godden, 1965): 

First point A.V = ~t C7Yn + 6yn+l -Yn+2) n 

Mid uoints A.V = At 
(Yn-1 + lOyn + Yn+ 1) m 

last point AV = At 
(7yn + 6Yn-l -Yn-2) n 

where y value of precipitation at time me interval n 

n = 2' 3' 4, . . . number of time intintervals 

h = length of time interval (24 houhours) 

The change in voL .. xne of the lalr:.e due to precipitation is thethen the sum

mation of A V over all time intervals. In this same manner, er, the change 
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Figure 7. Precipitation Versus Ti.ne 
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in storage of the lakes can be calculated by taking all in]inputs and out

puts into consideration. 

Hol..li' ly }bdel 

In order to analyze storm events, it is necessary to D reduce the 

time step of the dynamic rrodel to one hour. The detailed rd reponses of 

the lake to stonns would be srroothed out and lost in a dailaily interval. 

MJdifications to the equations of the dynamic rrodel we were made to 

accm.mt for hourly changes. Rainfall data were recorded ho hourly at The 

Woodlands during several stonns and evaporation was assurredrned to be neg

ligible during stonn events. 'llie rrodel was calibrated to a> outflow rates 

observed before, during, and after the intense April stonn:rn. The hourly 

rrodel predicted lag t:ilres, peak flows, and the tim2 requiredred for out

flaw to return to normal conditions. 

S1..1:tface ·Runoff lbdel 

Surface nmoff is the rrnst difficult component of the he hydrologic 

cycle to predict because of the many factors which affect tt the timing 

and rate of outflow. In the case of the dynamic rrodel, nmrunoff predic

tions proved to be the least accurate calculation. Simple ie rtm.Off co

efficients of 0.4 and 0.65 were used for indirect and direc~ect nmoff, 

respectively. 'lliis method does not take into considerationLon such things 

as soil storage, antecedent rainfall and soil rroisture, soi;oil type, in

filtration, and travel time of nmoff. 'llierefore, a hydrolologic sinn.l

lation rrodel developed by Bedient, et al. (1976) was used t to analyze 

the nmoff from the Swale 8 watershed. 'llie nndel, referreded to as 

HLA}T.D, used the water balance technique of Thornthw.aite (19~1948) to 

characterize the moisture condition of an area based on a ba balance 

between precipitation and evapotranspiration. 
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Description of BLAND 

The relationship between precipitation and evapotranspspiration pro

vides information on periods of moisture surplus and moistLture deficit, 

'Which in turn provides data on irrigation requirement, surfrface rm.off, 

grotm.dwater recharge, and soil moisture storage. 

When calculated potential evapotranspiration is greateter than pre

cipitation, deficit conditions exist and a non-linear loss s occurs from 

soil moisture storage, producing an accurulated potential w: water loss. 

The Soil Conservation Service developed a rtm.off curve nurnbnber method 

to estimate the water holding capacity of soils within a w:a.m.tershed 

based on soil type and land use (Soil Conservation Service,~, 1969). 

Exponential relationships developed by Thornthwaite (1948) 1 provide a 

method of calculating the soil moisture content from acctm.inulated po

tential water loss. vfuen stored soil moisture change is addded to pre

cipitation, the result is an actual evapotranspiration valwe. The dif

ference between potential evapotranspiration and actual evarapotranspi

ration is the water deficit. Soil moisture is continually ( depleted 

until precipitation exceeds potential evapotranspiration. 

Lnder surplus conditions, precipitation is greater ~ potential 

evapotranspiration, and soil storage is increased up to thee rrmdmt.mJ. 

level. A water surplus above the grotm.d is generated, resuhlting in 

surface rm.off. The rtm.off is delayed by detention coeffic:tients that 

specify that a fraction of the surplus will remain on the leland each 

time interval. These coefficients are based on soil type ar:md land use 

and allow the surplus to become rtm.off at an exponential ratite, or in 

direct proportion to the arno~tnt available. 
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HI.AND requires that the watershed be characterized by 'f land use and 

soil type within subareas called plarming tmits. Once nmmoff vohnnes 

1-.ave been calculated for each plarming mit, they are route:ed by the 

Mlskingum flood routing procedure (Linsley, et al., 1975) d down Swale 8 

into Lake B. 

Several rodifications to HLAND had to be made to simulJ.late the 

Swale 8 'VJatershed (Figure 8). Daily evaporation rates werece input rather 

than nnnthly rates, and base flow was set to zero. M:>re th:han one plan

ning unit drained into some of the reaches and this had to b be accounted 

for in the nndel. Due to the small size of the watershed, ·, the travel 

time through each reach was less than the time interval oririginally in 

the model. For this reason, the time step had to be decreaeased to four 

hour intervals in the rmoff calculations. This required a:J an hourly 

time step in the ~fuskingum channel routing routine rather t1 than the 

original 6 hour interval. 

Input Data 

The eleven subcatchments of the Swale 8 Watershed are c defined as 

in Figure 8. Each subcatchrnent, referred to as a planning t; mit by 

HIAND, was classified according to land use and soil type. The land 

uses were formulated from a report by Diniz and Espey (1976~6) and from 

maps of The 1iJoodlands carrmunity (The Woodlands Development C Corporation, 

197L}b). The soil types were taken from the Soil Survey of 1 The Wood

lands (Soil Conservation Service, 1973). By superirrposing c a drawing of 

the plarming tmits over the Phase I soils contour map (The \·' lvoodlands 

Development Corporation, 197L~a), the percentages of soil tYJYPe and land 

use could be derived for the watershed. These are shovm. inn Table 1. 
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TABlE 1 

SOIL TYPES AND lAND USES FOR st·JALE 8 WATERSHED 
(Area in Acres) 

Plam-.ing Soil Group B Soil Group ) C 
Open Land Unit 1Jrban Urban Openn Land 

1 6.44 25:5.76 

2 1. 71 11.45 6.84 45~5.80 

3 3.19 1.01 21.28 6 6. 72 

4 26.98 9.98 40.47 14.4. 97 

5 3.53 1.37 40.82 15.5.88 

6 2.18 12.38 3.70 20:0.94 

7 6.32 10.76 35.64 6010.68 

8 19.60 15.5.40 

9 7.8 5 5.2 

10 9.0 55.3 

11 4.9 88.4 
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Sensitivity P.nalysis and Calibration 

The coefficients t~ed to describe the watershed were estimated 

initially and w"'l.en adjusted during the calibration of the model. These 

values are listed in Appendix III. The final values were established 

as the result of an involved sensitivity analysis. An evaluation of 

the responses of the model to various modifications of the input param

eters showed that rainfall intensity, antecedent conditions, and water

shed conditions had the most effect on outflow response. The model was 

calibrated to the measured Swale 8 flow data recorded at the USGS sta

tion located at the inflow of Swale 8 to Lake B (Figure 2). 

Interface to Dynamic }bdel 

Once the runoff model predictions were accurate to witithin 20%, the 

dynamic model was modified to accept the direct and indirect runoff 

values predicted by BLAND. The dynamic lake model was then calibrated 

in order to fit the predicted results to the observed outflow values 

measured by a USGS gauge located at the chimney outlet of Lake A (Figure 

2). 

Sedimentation Analysis 

A paraiiEter of water quality selected for study using the lake mod

el was sedimentation. The reduction of suspended solids is one of the 

main ftm.ctions provided by Lake Harrison in stormvater management. Six 

storms monitored by The Woodlands Project produced load-runoff ratios 

that were plotted for rainfall ranging from 0.26 inches to 3.97 inches 

(Characklis et al., 1976). :Measured runoff volumes and predicted run

off volumes from HIPJ.~ were used to calculate the total sediment yield 

for 1975. Results of this analysis and others are presented in the 

next section. 



V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Steady~State Mbdel 

The steady-state nodel is capable of predicting general overall 

responses to various hydrologic influences . For instance, trends can 
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be established for outflow volures from Lake A during dry, wet, or 

average conditions for a nonth, a year, or several years. The increase 

in discharge to Panther Branch due to increased discharge from the sew

age treatment plant can be predicted from the nodel by inputing increas

ing effluent flows representing various stages of development of The 

Woodlands, and comparing the outflow results. 

The effects of the rnin:imum and rnax:i.mum effluent flows were com

pared by rurming the nodel with inputs of 0.5 million gallons per day 

and 6 million gallons per day. The volure outflow to Panther Branch 

increased by one order of magnitude. ~...Jith the rnax:imum effluent flow, 

it was necessary to pump water into Lake A only during extended drought 

periods lasting three months or longer. 

The nodel showed that no recirculation of water from Lake A to 

Lake B was necessary to maintain the \vaterfall when nnre than 0. 5 mil

lion gallons per day of treated effluent were being discharged into 

Lake B. At the time of the study, however, no effluent was being dis

charged and recirculation \vas necessary during drought periods. There

fore, the effluent will become an important, consistent source of water 

to the lakes, and recirculation can be discontinued as urbanization of 

the area increases . 

The irrigation demand can be predicted from the nndel, which would 

be helpful to know in the event of an extended drought. The groundwater 
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dem;md rises during dry periods 1 and this increase can be calculated 

by the rrodel. Rainfall and .evaporation data for 1969-1973 vvere com

puterized for use as input to the rrodeL The year 1971 was relatively 

dry with 32.61 inches of rainfall while 1972 was considered a wet year 

with 55.18 inches, and 1970 was an average year with 48.19 inches of 

rainfall. 

Sample ·Output 

Table 2 illustrates results from a sample run of the steady-state 

rrodel using 1972 weather data and an effluent flow of 2 million gallons 

per day. These results point out the problems associated with a rronthly 

water budget caused by the large time interval. For example, when there 

is any outflow at all, the monthly change in storage of lcil<e A alv~ys 

creates IIDre than a three foot rise in elevation. This limits the out

flow discharge and shows excess water flowing through the spillway, 

combining all output into a single response and not reflecting the dy

namic3 of the lake system. 

Bar graphs of some of the variables are presented in Figure 9 . 

They provide an easy way to depict such relationships as those between 

precipitation and irrigation and between precipitation and pumping de

mmd. 

Application of the Steady-State MOdel 

The IDJdel was run with varied input conditions, including several 

years of low rainfall and several years of high rainfall. During dry 

periods the irrigation demand and well-pumping demand increased while 

outflovJ decreased, with no flow occurring during especially dry periods. 

Consecutive rainy IIDnths increased the outflow by an order of magnitude 

or rrore when the treatment plant was operating at full capacity. 
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TABlE 2 

SAMPLE OUTPUT OF STEADY-STATE MODEL 

LAKE B 
(IN GALLONS) 

Indirect Direct 
Runoff Runoff Evap Rainfall Input Outflow 
(x 105) (x 104) (x 103) (x 103) (x 105) Recyc~1e (x 105) 

Jan 186 168 218 347 206 0 204 

Feb 98 88 333 183 109 0 106 

Mar 44 40 557 83 490 0 440 

Apr 339 306 680 632 376 0 369 

May 370 334 702 690 411 0 404 

Jun 288 259 823 536 319 0 311 

Jul 270 243 814 503 299 0 291 

Aug 101 91 729 188 112 0 105 

Sep 345 311 602 643 383 0 377 

Oct 82 74 466 153 91 0 86 

Nov 410 369 297 764 454 0 451 

Dec 148 133 173 275 164 0 162 
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TABlE 2 (Cont) 

SAMPLE OUTPUT OF STEADY-STATE MODEL 

LAKE A 
(IN GALLONS) 

Direct 
Runoff Rainfall IRR Evap Pump-In Spil.11 Outflow 

(x 104) (x 104) (x 105) (x 104) (x 105) (x 10.05) (x 105) 

Jan 168 130 248 76 0 0 0 

Feb 88 68 456 125 369 0 0 

Mar 40 31 582 211 552 0 0 

Apr 306 237 0 258 0 249 9 149 

May 334 259 0 266 0 287 7 149 

Jun 259 201 9 312 0 167 7 149 

Jul 343 189 51 309 0 102 2 149 

Aug 91 70 449 276 356 0 0 

Sep 311 241 0 229 0 260 0 149 

Oct 74 57 493 177 412 0 0 

Nov 369 287 0 113 0 3566 149 

Dec 133 103 339 65 160 0 0 
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OUTFLOW FROM UPPER LAKE 

JAN ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
FEB ++++++++++++++++ 
MAR +++++++ 
APP. ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
MAY +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
JU~i +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
JUL ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
AUG ++++++++++++++++ 
SEP +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
OCT +++++++++++++ 
NOV +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
DEC ++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

~·~ • 903E+07 

Figure 9 (Cont) . Results of Steady-State lvbdel 
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SPILL 
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The steady-state rrodel was valuable in that it revealed that in

direct nmoff is the rrost significant input into the system and there

fore the one that should receive the rrost consideration. Indirect rnn

off constitutes approximately 90% of the input to Lake B and about 80% 

of the input to the entire system each rronth. It is one order of mag

nitude g.Leater than the next greatest input, 'Which is direct nmoff 

from the area surronnding the lakes. 

The steady-state rrodel was useful in analyzing trends of outflow 

volunes, irrigation demand, pumping demand, and other variables as they 

responded to varying weather conditions over long periods of time. How

ever, the need for a dynamic model to study daily and hourly changes of 

the lake system became very apparent. However, the next step in model 

design consisted of adaptation of a surface nmoff model. 

Surface Runoff MOdel 

Calibration and Error Analysis 

The calibration of the rnnoff model revealed several data problems. 

After the selection of appropriate parameters based on the land use and 

soils type of each plarming tmit, the model predicted lower nmoff peaks 

and volunes than actually measured. An analysis was performed to de·

tennine 100% nmoff volumes computed from the rainfall data and area 

of the watershed. These results were compared to the measured rnnoff 

flows "l:vh.ich pointed out several inconsistencies. This is a useful meth

od to check precipitation-rnnoff data and is supported by M3.rsalek, et 

al., (1975). In several cases, the volume of rnnoff exceeded the cor

responding volume of precipitation. Since various sources cited dif

ferent figures for area of the watershed (Characklis, et al. , 1976; 
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Diniz and Espey, 1976), a calibration analysis determined that a water

shedof 471 acres produced results that corresponded best to the ob

served flows. 

Another problem revealed by the precipitation-runoff data chedk 

was that some of the rainfall values were extrerr.el y low in comparison 

to the runoff, and as a consequence, rainfall for the February stom 

was increased in proportion to the arrount of runoff measured for that 

event. Since the USGS rain gauge is located on the parking lot adja

cent to the lakes, natural variance in the rainfall could have resulted 

in larger or smaller amounts of precipitation over the watershed up

stream from the rain gauge. Also, malftm.ctioning of the rain gauge 

could contribute a definite source of error. 

Evaporation rates provided another complicating factor. The 

values, which were taken from pan calculations at Lake Sorrmerville, 

were considered to be accurate for the lake TIDdel since evaporation was 

relatively insignificant in comparison to the other inputs and outputs 

of the lakes. In the runoff IIDdel, however, antecedent evaporation 

plays a major role in determining the amount of soil storage available, 

thus affecting the runoff rates. A standard pan coefficient of 0. 7 

was applied to all evaporation values. 

Another factor could help explain the variance in the predicted 

values from the observed values in Figure 10. One major problem is the 

position and operation of Lake C in the watershed. Lake C provides for 

storrrirJater retention with an outlet box which operates similar to the 

one in Lake A. If the water level of Lake C is below the outlet, no 

discharge occurs. Not until the elevation of the lake reaches the over-
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flow level is any flow discharged to Swale 8. No discharge rating 

curves were available for this lake, and no measurements of the flow 

into or out of the lake were taken. No records were available of ex

ternal inputs or outputs of this lake, such as water for construction, 

fire protection, etc. The level of this lake would definitely influ

ence runoff rates, especially of small storms, and probably is the 

cause of some of the variations between the predicted and measured run

off shown in Figure 10. 

The measured runoff data proved to have problems also. Much of it 

was missing and some of the figures had been nodified with no explana

tion. In evaluating the accuracy of the predicted runoff values in 

comparison to the observed values, it should be understood that the 

observed values can be in error thernsel ves. 

The accuracy of the nodel predictions can best be judged from the 

graphical representation of the curves in Figure 10 (Gordon and Babb, 

1975). 

The plot allows visual comparison of how well the predicted re

sults correlate to the observed flows. Standard statistical analysis 

to determine the accuracy of the predictions is difficult due to vary

ing t:ilre-to-peak values of the storm events (Marsalek, 1976). The 

criteria most recommended for goodness of fit for runoff models in

cluded graphical analysis, runoff volume comparisons, and runoff peak 

comparisons (Fleming, 1975; M9.rsalek, 1976; :M:rrsalek, 1975; Heeps and 

:Mein, 1974). Table 3 shows how well the volumes for specific storm 

events were predicted. The two largest storms, in February and April 

were predicted to have volumes 14% and 7% higher than the observed. 

Therefore, the nodel can predict flaw volumes for storms with 2 inches 
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TABLE 3 

PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED RUNOFF VOLUME 

Storm Event Predicted Voltime 

Decerriber 24 33% low 

January 10 14% Low 

January 17 26% High 

February 1 14% High 

April 8 7% High 

Total Volume (Dec-May) 13% High 
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or greater rainfall with an accuracy of about 10%. TI1e total nmoff 

volume predicted was 13. 8% higher than the observed volume, indicating 

good predictions aver a five month period. 

The peaks were m::>re difficult to match and comparisons are listed 

in Table 4. The predicted times-to-peak were generally one day longer 

than the observed times-to-peak due to the functioning of detention co

efficients input to BlAND. Reduction to an hourly time step signifi

cantly improved times-to-peak predictions. 

Rtmoff Characteristics 

The t~ model revealed several characteristics about the Swale 8 

Watershed. One of the important facts learned was that a small water

shed, such as Swale 8, reacts dynamically to hydrologic influences. 

After a large rainfall, the nmoff travels through the watershed quick

ly and all effects of the stonn are over in a matter of days rather 

than months, as is the case with a watershed of greater size. In 

general, large stonns produced about 93% of the precipitation as run

off throughout Swale 8. However, precipitation did not generate flow 

in the swale tmless there had been a previous rainfall within about 

two days or if the current rainfall was of the intensity of 1 inch per 

hour or greater. Therefore, there were many days of no rtmoff in Swale 

8 even after a rainfall, because the antecedent m::>isture content of the 

soil had dropped so low that all the precipitation infiltrated into the 

grotmd to replenish the soil m::>isture storage. 

Future Land Use 

One of the main advantages of using HlAND to simulate runoff is 

that the input parameters can be changed to reflect different stages 

of urbanization throughout the watershed. By analyzing the results 



TABLE4 

PREDICTED VERSUS ~1EASURED RUNOFF PEAKS 

StonnEvent 

December 24 

January 17 

February 1 

April 8 

Predicted Peak 

3% low 

13% High 

13io low 

55% High 

50 
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produced from different degrees of development, the effect of future 

urbanization can be detennined. The future development land uses were 

taken from a report by Diniz and Espey (1976) which def:ined proposed 

urbanization as specified :in Table 5 for each of the eight subcatch

ments of the watershed draining :into Lake B. HLAND revealed a 25% 

overall increase in volume of runoff and produced higher peaks due to 

a decrease in infiltration and storage and an increase :in impervious 

surfaces. The peak comparisons of several storms are listed in Table 

6. The future runoff was plotted against the present nmoff and ap

pears as Figure 11. Lake Harrison functions as a stormwater retention 

device which helps prevent flooding downstream due to the increased 

volumes and the higher flow rates of runoff caused by urbanization. 

More discussion of this is provided in the future land use section of 

the dynamic rrodel results. 

Dynamic Model 

Calibration and Error ill1alysis 

The calibration of the dynamic rrodel revealed some of the same 

problems as HI.AND. The rainfall gauge is located adjacent to the lakes, 

so the precipitation input to the lakes should be rrore accurate than 

for HLAND which ~~s affected by rainfall over the entire watershed. 

However, the possibilities of random errors and of the gauge ma.lfunc

tions could produce problems in the rainfall data. It is not unconm:m 

for a ra:in gauge to ma.lfunction occassionally. The evaporation rates 

were measured at Lake Sorrrnerville near Brenham and therefore are not 

extremely accurate for The Woodlands site. Thought was given to the 

development of an evaporation function based on temperature, wind speed, 

barometric pressure, and relative humidity to 1nore accurately evaluate 



TABLE 5 

IAND USE DATA . FOR FUTURE DEVELOR1ENT 
SWALE 8 

Subcatchment Area % ·Urban 

1 0 

2 13 

3 76 

4 73 

5 72 

6 15 

7 37 

8 56 
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T..L\BlE 6 

FliTlJRE VEPJ3US PRESEI\IT .RUNOFF 

Stonn Event Future Peaks 

December 24 17% High 

January 17 24% High 

February 1 7% High 

April 8 21% High 

M:ty 24 16% High 

25% Increase in Total Runoff Volume 
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evaporation rates. However, evaporation is the rros t insignificant vari

able in the dynamic rrodel in relation to the other inputs and outputs 

involved. Therefore, the Lake Sorrmerville values were assu:ned to be 

accurate enoU9'J1 for this analysis, with a pan factor of 0. 7 applied to 

the measurements. 

ThE:: measured outflow records from the outlet box in Lake A provided 

a definite source of problems. Some of the data were missing and same 

of the values had been rrodified with no explanations for the changes. 

TI1is could indicate errors in the observed data rather than in the com

puted results. 

There are other expl&~tions for discrepancies in the observed 

and computed values. The use of HLAND to predict runoff values to be 

used as input to the lake rrodel provided rrore accurate predictions than 

did simple runoff coefficients. However, the error in HLAND predictions 

described earlier is carried over into the lake nodel, and thus accotmts 

for same of the variance in results of the lake rrodel. 

There was also a lack of infonmtion on pumping and irrigation de

mands. Few records were available on timing and volu:ne of pumping into 

Lake A. Also, no records were kept of when or how much water was dis

charged out of Lake A for irrigational purposes. If these two opera

tions were not carried out exactly according to policy, this would ac

cotmt for same of the variance in the results of the rrodel. The nodel 

adheres strictly to a defined operating policy. 

The dynamic rrodel proved to be IIDst sensitive to indirect runoff 

as it is the largest input to the system. Pumping and irrigation de

mands affect the volune of the lake, which in turn affect the outflow 

rate. Therefore, the results are sensitive to the extent to which irri-
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gation and pumping policies are followed. 

The same goodness of fit criteria described for BLAND was used 

to evaluate the dynamic IIDdel predicted flows . The graphical repre

sentation of the flows in Figure 12 provides an overall picture of the 

accuracy of the IIDdel. The variances in the predicted peaks versus 

the measured peaks are listed in Table 7. The rrodel predicted very 

accurately the peak flows for the two largest storms of the analysis, 

February 1 and April 8, 1975. The smaller storms were not predicted 

as accurately due to the problems delineated earlier. The total vol

ume of rt.m.off predicted for the five IIDnths was 12% higher than the 

total observed. Predicted times-to-peak were exactly the same as 

measured in about half the stonn events and one day longer in IIDst of 

the other events. This could have been caused by a nurriber of factors. 

The rt.m.off time-to-peak predictions from HI..Ai"'D in many cases were one 

day longer than the observed times due to detention coefficients. This 

would result in a one day lag in the outflow from the lake. Another 

reason for the lags could be the timing of precipitation. If the rain

fall were intense in the troming the nmoff would travel through the 

lake faster than if the same amount of rainfall were averaged out over 

the entire day, which is how the daily model must operate. This is the 

reason an hourly rrodel is necessary to analyze stom events accurately. 

A third reason the predicted time-to-peak increments could be longer 

than the observed times relates to the voll.l[re of the lake before the 

stonn event. If the procedures for pumping and irrigation are not fol

lowed precisely, the actual volume of the lake prior to the storm could 

be different than the rnodeled volume, resulting in longer or shorter 

intervals for the lake to reach the overflow level. 
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TABlE 7 

PREDICTED VERSUS NF.ASURED lAKE A OUTF'Il"M 

Storm Event 

January 17 

February 1 

April 8 

M:ty 24 

Predicted Peak 

79% High 

5% High 

2~~ High 

17% High 
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The time :interval of one day is too large to expect an exact repro

duction of observed results. Some of the responses of the lake system 

are averaged over twenty-four hours rather than calculated precisely. 

Obviously, the smaller the time step the rrore accurately the rrodel could 

sinrulate dynamic responses. An economic constraint, however, must be 

applied to keep the cost from exceeding the benefit. The smaller the 

time step, the m::>re costly the rrodel will be to nm. For this reason, 

the daily interval was sufficient to rrodel everything but individual 

stonns, for which the hourly rrodel was used. 

Hourly Jbdel 

The hourly rrodel was tested with data from the stonn of April 8, 

1975 and the graphical results of the predicted and observed outflows 

are depicted in. Figure 13. Rainfall associated with the stom began 

shortly after midnight and continued tmtil noon the same day. An ear 1 y 

rrorning cloudburst was followed by a four hour pause and then by less 

intense rainfall totaling 3. 97 inches . 

The observed peak flow in Figure 13 of 113 cubic feet per second 

occurred during hour 22 of the stonn and can be compared to a peak flow 

of 114 cubic feet per second predicted during hour 21. Therefore, the 

predicted peak flow was 1% greater than the observed, '\Nhich displays 

extremely good accuracy in the prediction of peak flows of stonn events. 

The time-to-peak was predicted one hour early resulting in an error of 

5% in timing. The total predicted volume of Lake A outflow was 16% 

higher than the observed volume. This variance, created mainly by the 

prediction of a double rather than single peak, was caused by the ini

tial conditions in the sinru.lation. The lakes were assumed to be at nor

mal operating levels which allows for very little storm.vater retention. 
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The actual level of the lake appears to have been lower, p1providing 

storage for the first peak. 

Sedimentation 

61 

The reduction of solids by sedimentation is a signifiiicant lake 

function desirable for stormwater management. Table 8 shcmaws the reduc

tion in stommter sediment load by Lake Harrison for six !. stonns that 

were m:mitored tmder The vJoodlands Project (Characldis et £ al.' 1976). 

All but one event recorded over 80% solids rennval. Camplolete rennval 

is the result of total stormwater storage by Lake A and dodoes not ac

comt for discharge at a later tbne. Figure 14 shows suspspended solids 

pollutographs superimposed on lake hydrographs of inflow a:t and outflow. 

The relationship between total rmoff and sedi.rrent loLoad was plot

ted (Figure 15) from the six stonns listed in Table 8. Ra:~infall ranged 

from 0. 26 inches to 3. 97 inches for these storms. Then, r1 rmoff volumes 

for each stonn event of the 1975 water year were detennine,1ed from avail

able measured inflow data and from predicted results from n BLAND. The 

total armual rmoff from Swale 8 for 197 5 was 49. 84 inches:$. The sedi

ment load of each event, taken from the curve, was accurnulJlated to yield 

the total sediment load for the year. This load of 2,130,),138 lbs was 

primarily the result of construction activity in the Swalele 8 Watershed 

during developrrent of Phase One of The Woodlands . Assurnining a conserva

tive factor of 90% load reduction, 1,917,124 lbs remained :i in the lake, 

reducing the 110 acre foot volume by 5% if 80 lb/ft3 is as1ssumed for sedi

ment. Assuming complete rennval, 100%, the volume of Lake<:e Harrison was 

reduced by 6% during 1975. Thus, lake usefulness would be::>e depleted 

significantly after 10 years. However, sedimentation rata:es should de

crease as development becomes stabilized, but these futurere rates are 



Storm Event 

03/04/75 

03/13/75 

04/08/75 

09/05/75 

10/25/75 

03/07/76 

TABLE 8 

STOm1rJA1ER SEDIMENT RJ.iM)VAL 
(from Characklis et al., 1976) 
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SusEended Solids Load DUring Storm Event 
lbs Input lbs Discharged fo load 
(Lake B) (Lake A) Reduction 

lOl~ Fl~J Stored Within Lake 100% 

13,800 991 93% 

322,000 61,900 80% 

6,700 Flow Stored 100% 

11,530 1,850 84% 

4,840 3,270 32% 
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difficult to estimate. 

FUture Land Use and Effluent Discharge 

The predicted effect of urbanization an the outflow of Lake A can 

be seen clearly in Figure 16. Table 9 compares peak flows caused by 

future development to present peak flows. Urbanization increases the 

volume C!Ild peaks of outflow during stonn events because of the increase 

in impervious surfaces and the decrease in infiltration and soil mois

ture storage. The most drama. tic difference, however, is caused by the 

effluent discharge from the wastewater treatment plant. The model sirru

lating the present outflow does not include any effluent input at all. 

This reflects the first phase of the development of The Woodlands . The 

future outflow values reflect the projected final phase of urbanization 

and the effluent discharge proje.cted to correspond with that final phase 

of development. The additional input of 22, 712 cubic meters per day 

(801,977 cubic feet per day) of treated effluent maintains a base out

flaw of approximately 13,000 cubic meters per day (459,039 cubic feet 

per day). This greatly decreases the detention time of the lake, there

by lessening the uptake of sediment. The detention time during dry 

weather will be about six days, 'Which will flush out algal blooms before 

they have time to flourish, die and deplete the supply of oxygen. 1here

fore, the danger of eutrophication in Lake A appears to be slight. 

However, the increased discharge from Lake A will provide more 

danger of flooding downstream. Not only does the discharge flow rate 

increase, but excess flow over the spillway occurs more often. The 

present spillway flrnv can be seen in Figure 17, and the additional fu

ture spill can be compared to present spill in Figure 18. 
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TABlE 9 

FtJl'URE VERSUS PRESENT LAKE A OUI'FLCM 

StonnEvent Future Peak 

December 24 23% High 

January 17 132% High 

February 1 73% High 

April 8 55% High 

}i:ly 24 31% High 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

M:>deling Lake Harrison in The Woodlands, Texas, provided an insight 

into the interactions of the system and produced an analytical tool to 

evaluate the effect of future urbanization. 

SeJeral rrodels were applied to the lake system and results were 

progressively rrore accurate as the time step was decreased. 

The lake system provided a successful means of storing and treating 

storrnwater runoff from a 470 acre watershed. 

The rronthl y rrodel showed only general trends of lake response to 

wet or dry climatic conditions. Such a nodel would be nore applicable 

for a much larger lake system which responds rrore slowly than Lake 

Harrison. 

A dynamic rrodel using a daily time step showed that daily rainfall 

patterns could be used to predict lake response in tenns of flow volume 

but not timing of peak flows . 

Individual stonn response could only be predicted using an hourly 

time step for both runoff and lake outflows. 

Error analysis of the dynamic rrodel revealed a 10% accuracy in pre

dicting flaw volurne and 20% accuracy in predicting time-to-peak and 

peak flows. 

Urbanization increased total runoff volume from the Swale 8 Water

shed by 25% and peak fl~~ by approximately 15%. 

The effect of urbanization on lake outflow was an increase in peak 

flows by approximately 50%. The outflow vohn:ne was increased by greater 

runoff volumes and by the effluent discharge from the sewage treatment 

plant after projected urbanization. This effluent became a major source 
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on input to the system and reduced the capacity of the l~e for storm

water retention and treatment. 

Problems encm.mtered with the data included a lack o:Df records on 

irrigation and purnping demand, missing records of measure~d flOVJs through 

the lake system, erroneous data ·due to random errors and rr malft.mctions 

of the raeasurernent gauges, and evaporation rates not accur.rrate enough to 

allOVJ antecedent ooisture predictions in the daily nmoff f analysis. 

M::>del representation of the irrigation demand was clifi.fficult to 

achieve without historical records or a defined operating s policy. 

Due to lack of lake volume records, the simulation aJalways ini

tialized the lakes to normal operating levels which sorretitimes created 

invalid responses. 

Precipitation intensity had an effect on tirne-to-peal<aks and could 

be addressed with accuracy only in the rrodel using an hoururly time in

terval. 

The storm simulation predicted the peak flOVJ within 1 1% and time-to

peak within 5%, but produced an initial peak and greater t total outflOVJ 

volume largely due to an inaccurate representation of the .e lake volume 

at the beginning of the storm. 

Sedimentation transported by runoff from Swale 8 was .s predicted to 

be 2,130,138 lbs (1065 tons) for the 1975 water year. Us]sing a very con-

servative uptake factor of 90%, this mass reduced the voblume of the 

110 acre foot lake by 5% if 80 lbs/ft3 is assumed for serudiment. 

Future work on the npdel should include oore complettte records on 

irrigation and pumping demand, npre accurate data on meastsured flOVJs, 

and evaporation rates taken from the Swale 8 Watershed. 



lake m:>deling is a process that can be continually iJnimproved as 

m:>re inforrm.tion and better data become available. In the1e interim, 

however, it can provide valuable insights into current ancrl projected 

responses of the lake system. 
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APPENDIX I 

Derivation of Equations for Steady-State ~1Jdel 



FNAP 

FNAPA 

EVAPB 

INA 

INB 

IRR 

LVAF 

LVG 

NLVG 

OFA 

OFB 

OUTA 

OUTB 

PC 

PPT 

Pill![> 

R 

RFA 

RFB 

ROA 

ROB 

PD 

SPILL 

ThJfNE 

VAF 

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED 

evaporation (inches/month) 

evaporation for Lake A (gallons/month) 

evaporation for Lake B (gallons/month) 

sum of the inputs to Lake A (gallons) 

sum of the inputs to lake B excluding recycle (gallons) 

irrigation demand from Lake A for golf course (gallons) 

Lake A volume (acre feet) 

Lake A volume of previous month (gallons) 

new Lake A voh:nne (gallons) 

overflow from Lake A to Panther Branch Tributary (gallons) 

overflow from Lake B to Lake A (gallons) 

sum of outputs from Lake A excluding discharge (OFA) 

sum of outputs from Lake B excluding discharge (OFB) 

percent of irrigation demand supplied from Lake A 

precipitation (inches/month) 
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water supplied from ground well to maintain level of Lake A 

recycle from Lake A to Lake B (gallons) 

rainfall (PPT) to Lake A (gallons) 

rainfall (PPT) to Lake B (gallons) 

direct runoff to Lake A (gallons) 

direct runoff to Lake B (gallons) 

total indirect runoff - to Lake B (gallons) 

surplus of water spilling from Lake A (gallons) 

treatedwastewater effluent (gallons) 

Lake A volume of previous month (gallons) 
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VARIABLES WHICH ARE CALCUlATED 

LakeB 

RFB = (48.6 X 105) (PPT) 

RO = (48.6 X 105) (PPT) 

ROB (5.09 X 105) (PPT) 

INB = RO +ROB+ RFB + TINWE 

EVAPB = (0.906 X 105) (EVAP) 

OUTB = EVAPB 

R = 0 "When OUI'B + 22000 ~INB 

(OUI'B + 22000) - INB 

"When OUI'B + 22000 > INB 

OFB = INB - OUTB "When R = 0 

22000 "When R,.. 0 



Lake A 

RFA 

ROA 

= 

= 

VARIABLES l.JHICH ARE CALCUlATED 

(3.4 X 105) (PPT) 

(5.09 X 105) (PPT) 

IRR = ( (PC) (6) - PPT) (114. 5) x 105 

EVAPA = ( (0.0102) (VAP) + 11.59) (EVAP) (0.272 XX 105) 

*NLVG = LVG + (OFB + RFA + ROA) (R + IRR + EVAPA) ,) 

*LVAF = (NLVG) (1/(3.26 X 105) ) 

OFA = 

= 

0 when LVG ~ 33.57 x 106 

LVG - 33.57 x 106 when LVG > 33.57 x 106 
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PUNP = 103.02 - LVAF when LVAF {.. 1 ft below nonrrnal elevation 

of 122 ft (volume= 103.0~2 acre feet) 

= 0 otherwise 

SPILL = LVAF- 148.79 when LVAF > 3 ft above nonrrnal elevation 

NLVG 

LVAF 

of 122 ft (or when volume = > 148. 79 acre 

feet) 

= 0 otherwise 

= 

NLVG + PU1P - OFA - SPILL 

(NLVG) (1/ (3.26 X 105) ) 

*Adjusted again after O\erflow, pump and spill are calculated. 
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DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

Lake B Inputs 

1. Indirect Runoff = Runoff Coefficient x Area x Precipitation 

Subarea krea (Acres) fumoff Coefficient Area x Runoff Coef. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

7.1 

7.2 

42.09 

15.86 

23.08 

60.53 

18.00 

12.00 

80.90 

34.00 

32.97 

54.92 

23.00 

54.10 

451.45 

0.40 16.84 

0.40 6.40 

0.40 9.24 

0.38 23.01 

0.40 7.20 

0.40 4.80 

0.40 32.36 

0.40 13.60 

0.38 12.53 

0.40 21.97 

0.40 9.20 

0.40 21.64 

178.79 

Total Indirect Runoff= (178.79 acres) x (PPT) 

= (178.79 ac.) (PPT in.) (3.26 x 105gal.)/(12 ac. in.) 

= (48.6 x 105) (PPT) gallons 

2. Direct Runoff 

Assuming Subarea 8 drains directly into Lakes A and B: 

krea of Lake B and Lake A 

= 3.34 + 12.64 

= 15.98 acres 
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Subarea Area (Acres) Runoff Coefficient Area x Runoff Coef. 

8 73.73- 15.98 

= 57.75 

0.65 (l/2)* 18.77 

·A-Assuming that l/2 of total nmoff from Subarea 8 nms directly into 

each lake. 

Total Direct Pun1off 

= 

3. Precipitation 

= 

= 

= 

(18.77 ac.) (PPT in.) (3.26 x 105 gal.) I (12 ac.in.) 

(5.09 x 105) (PPT) gallons 

(Surface area of Lake B) (PPT) 

(3.34 ac) (PPT in.) (3.26 x 105 gal.) I (12 ac. in.) 

(0.906 x 105) (PPT) gallons 

4. Treated Wastewater Effluent 

This is a variable flow ranging from 0. 5 mgd to 6 mgd. 

= (0.5) (106 gal)(30.4 days/rno.)-+(6) (106 gal.) (30.4 

days/rno.) 

= 15. 2 x 106 gallons --?- 182.4 x 106 gallons 

5. Grotm.dwater Infiltration = 0 

Assumed negligible. 

6. Recycle from Lake A to Lake B 

> 0 "When (Outputs B + 22, 000 gal.) > Inputs B (excluding recycle) 

= 0 when (Outputs B + 22, 000 gal. ) ~ Inputs B (excluding recycle) 

Assumed minimum desired flow from Lake A to Lake B is 

...... 1/2 gpm 

AJ (0.5 gal./min.) (60 min./hr.) (24 hr./day) (30.4 days/month) 

~ 22,000 gallons/rnonth 



Lake B Outputs 

1. Overflow to Lake B 

= Inputs B - OUtputs B 

= 22,000 gallons/month 

2. Evaporation 

if 

if 

= (Surface area of Lake B) (EVAP) 

Recycle = 

Recycle I 

0 

0 
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= (Surface area acres) (EVAP in.) (3.26 x 105 gal.) I (12 ac.in.) 

= (3.34 ac.) (EVAP in.) (3.26 x 105 gal.) I (12 ac. in.) 

= (0.906 x 105) (EVAP) gallons 

3. Groundwater Outflow (seepage) = 0 

Assumed negligible. 

Lake A Inputs 

1. Overflow from Lake B 

Refer to Overflow to Lake A. 

2. Precipitation 

= (Surface area of Lake A) (PPT) 

= (12.64 ac.) (PPT in.) (3.26 x 105 gal.) I (12 ac. in.) 

= (3.40 x 105) (PPT) gallons 

3. Direct Rtmoff 

= (5.09 x 105) (PPT) gallons 

Refer to Lake B Direct Runoff for derivation. 

4. Groundxvater Infiltration = 0 

Assumed negligible. 

5. l't.urq)-in from ground well 

=0 if elevation is not lower than 1 foot below nonnal. 

/:0 if elevation is lower than 1 foot below nonnal. l't.urq)-in 
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then equals the armunt needed to restore the nonnal eleva-

tion of the lake. 

Lake A Outputs 

1. Discharge to Panther Branch Tributary 

Lake A is full at 122 ft. elevation 

(33.57 x 106 gal. capacity) 

If lake volune ~ 33.57 x 106 gallons 

then discharge = 0 

If lake volume > 33.57 x 106 gallons 

then discharge = lake voh.n:ne -33.57 x 106 gal. 

Discharge = ~ InputsA - ~OutputsA 

2. Irrigation of C..olf Course 

Golf course requires 1. 5 ac. in. /week/ acre 

= 6 ac. in/nnnth/ acre 

Area of golf course and land to be irrigated = 422 acres 

If PPT/nnnth > (PC) (6 in.) then IRR = 0 

If PPT/m:mth L.. (PC) (6 in.) then 

IPJR = ( (PC) (6 in.) - PPT) (area of golf course) 

IPJR = ( (PC) (6 in.) - PPT) (422 ac.) (3. 26 x lOS gal.) 

I (12 ac. in.) gallons 

IRR = ( (PC) (6) - PPT) (114.5 x 105) gallons 

3. Evaporation 

= (Surface area of Lake A) (EVAP) 

Surface area of Lake A is variable and an equation can be derived 

for surface area as a function of volume for a better evaporation 

value. 
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From the graph of surface area vs. lake volume (Bryant·Jt-Gurrington, 

1973), this relationship is altrost linear. Therefore = 

Elevation (ft.) 

122 

115 

y = mx+b 

y = mx+b 

krea (ac.) 

12.64 

11.77 

12.64 = m (103.02) + b 

11.77 = m (17.58) + b 

11.77- 17.58 m = 12.64- 103.02 m 

m = 0.0102 

b = 12.64 - (0.0102) (103.02) 

b = 11.59 

Volume (ac. ftft.) 

103.02 

17.58 

Surface area (ac.) = (0.0102) (lake vol.) + 11.59 

EVAPA = ( (0.0102) (lake vol.) + 11.59) (EVAP) 

x (3.26 x 105112) gallons 

4. Gratm.dwater Seepage = 0 

Assumed negligible. 

5. Spill 

SPilL =0 

SPILL /{J 

if elevation of Lake A ~ 125 ft. 

(125ft. elev. = 148.79 ac. ft.) 

if elevation of Lake A ) 125 ft. 

then 

SPIU.. = (lake vol. - 148. 79) 

x (3.26 x 105) gallons 



APPENDIX II 

Dyn8m:ic M:>del Program Listing 



PPrGPA~ PAlA~C~IINPUToOUTPUToTAP~l•TA~E2oTAPE3,TAPE4,TAPE5,TAPE6• 
1 TArF7l 
CC~~r~ Ho~lo~Z,IHEAO 

cr~~r~/nUT/VOl•C~S 
CO~~r~ /FIN/ NC 
~l~f~~~o~ PPJ(365J,~VAPl365J,ROll~OJ,STC366),ROBClOJJ,ROAllOOJ 
ot~F~~ION :VAP~IlOC),EVAPBClJ~JoOF8(lOOJ,tHEA0(3J 
Dl~E~)I~~ kFA(lOOJoRFBllOOJ,OFA(lOO),IRR(lOOJ 
Ol~fNSION PUY.P(lvCloNLVGllOOJ 
OI~E~SION SPill(l~CJ 
OIME~SinN ~O~THilZ)o~ONilZ) 
Ol~(S~IO~ VOL(ZlJ,CMSlZlJ 
~f6l IQPokLV~,L~G 

DATA M~NT~/7HJANUARYo8HFEBRUARYo5HMARCH,5HAPRIL,3HMAY,4HJUNE,4HJUL 
lY 
lof4AUGUSTo9rlSEPTEMRERo7HOCTOBERo8HNOVEM~ER,8HDECE~BER/ 

CATA NQN/3lo28,31,3Q,31•30•3l•3lo30o31•30o31/ 
OtTA VnL/lCOo5110lo8,l03oOZ,l04.5,105.~,107.1,108o5,ll0o01lllol•ll 

l2o5o . 
lll4oColl5o21llto59ollSololl9o7ol2loZJ12Zo9olZ4o21lZ5o9olZ7o41129oO 
1/ 

DATA C~S/,Oloo06o.3l•l•3o3oS,7oO,lOool5o•l9e•Z4ol30ol36.,43.,5lol6 
11 •• 1r. 
l•Pl.,q~,,l05.,120.Jl35,/ 

00 ?.l I•loll 
VrLCIJ•VP.LIIJ•4356~oO•O,J283Z 
CYS(Jl•C~5CIJ•t.OZ83Z 

ZO CPNTINUE 
LVG•l?3q7~.7 

~CYR•3~5 

JFCNOYR,F0,3be) HONC21•29 
READ ZoTWwE 

2 FPP~ATCFlO.J) 

1~•10 
or 5r.oo ~c-1.12 
JWaJ~+l 

JF(l~.EOol3) 1~•1 
NO•~CN(J~) 

YP•4HlQ7~ 

IFCt~.GE.lQ)YR•4Hl97~ 

QfAD 3t CPPTCJ),J•loND) 
RrAQ ~. (fVAPCJ),J•l•ND) 

3 FrR~ATCFB.Z) 

PPINT 3?.~C 
PRINT ~O.~ONTHCIM),yR,(PPT(J),J•l•NDI 

3~ F(P~tTl1Hlo+ P~~CIPITATION FOR *•AlOoZX,A~//lOFlOeZ/ 
+ 10FlOo2/11FlO.Z/) 
P~INT 40,~0~THClM),yR,(EVAP(J),J•l•N0) 

~~ FOP~AT(///+ fVAPORATION FOR *•AlO,zX,A~//lOFlO.Z/lOFlO.Z/llflO.ZI 
DC ~(J I•loND 

C••• L~KF q ••+ 
R£A0(~,3,3) ~CCI) 

333 ~fR~ATCFZCo31 
PfA0(5o3~4) POBCI),~OA(I) 

334 FrP~ATC2FZ~.3J 
RFP(l)•,90t+lC++5+PPT(l)+Ool337•0,0Z83Z 
~V&P~Ct)•,9J7*lij++5•EVAPCIJ+Ool337*0o0283Z 
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500 CrNTJNUf 
CHL FH'JHCPO) 
Clll Ft~ITF.C~CBJ 
CALl FINIT~CEVAPBJ 

CALL ~TNITECRfBJ 
OP. ZZZ I •l•NO 
OF~CJJ•ROfiJtRCBCIJ+RF8(1J+TWWE-EVAP8CII 

ZZZ CONTINUE' 
C++• LAKF. 4 ••• 

1)(1 H'O'l t•l•~D 
PFACIJ•3.4•1C••s+PPTC1J•~.1337+0.0Z83Z 
E~APACIJ•3o3~*l~++5+cVAPClJ+Ool337+0oOZe3Z 

HiOO Cl'lNTINUE 
CALL FI~ITfCRFAJ 
Clll FINITEC~OA) 
riLL FtNIT€CEVAPA) 
no HO I •l,NO 
IR~(f)•O.C 

PAII'I•O.(I 
O(l ZOJ J•h5 
Jl•J-1 
JJ•I-Jl 
IFCJJ.LFoOJGO TO 200 
OAIN•P4I~+PPTCJJ) 
~AT•J+l.Zl 

TFCRllNoG~.SATJGO TJ 25~ 
ZOO CfiNTINIJE 

IP~IIJ•CO.Zl-PPTCIJJ•11~.5•l0**5•0.l337+0.0Z83Z 
IFfl~~CIJeLToCIIRRCII•Q 

250 CriiiTINU€ 
STCIJ•QFAIIJtPGACIJ+OFBCli-IRR(IJ-EVAPA(l) 

600 CCIIIT IN•JE 
P~INT 3COC,HO~THC1M),YR 

3~~J FCO~AT(1Hl,T50,Al~,zx,A~//T55,+LAKE ~·Ill\ 
PP I~T 3010 

3ijlJ FC~"Af(TZ••OAY+,Tl~,+PREClPITATION+•T34,+1NDlRECT RUNOFF+,J54• 
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• •~tFFCT RVNOFF+,T79••EFFLUENT+~T97,+EVAPOPATION•,Tll9,+DUTFLOW•I 
OCI 1~00 I•l•tiD 
SPILUIJ•C 
Plii"P (I) •0 
C'FA C TJ•O 
NLVCIIJ•LVG+STCIJ 
PPt~T 30Zt,I.Rf8(I),RJ([),R08(l),JWWE.EVAPBCI),QFB(l) 

30ZO FCIP"ATCI3,6FZOoll 
CAll C~I"NEYCL\G,NLVG(I),QFA(I),SPILLCIJ,PU"P(l)J 

1500 C(':NTIHUF. 
PPINT 1?00,HONTHII~),yR 

3ZO~ FCP~lTC1Hl,T5G,AlU,zX,A~//T55,*lAKE A+///J 
PPI~T 3~00 

330C FCRMJTITZ,•OAY••TlQ,+PRECIPITATION*•TZ7•*DlRECT RUNDFF*,T45• 
• +PU~P-I~•,rsq,•EVAPORATION•,T75,.I~RIGATION*•T95••SPllL••Tlll• 
• •ftUT~Lo~••Tl25JtSTORAGE+) 

UO 2f~O 1•1•~0 . 
~~I~T 36LG,I,Rf~CIJ,RDAII),PU"P(l)•EVAPACIJwiRRClJ•SPILLCIJ,QFA(l) 

• ,srcu 
36vw FOR~JTCI3,8Fl~.l) 

~PITFC~•44~IOFACII 
WRIT~C~,4441 SPILL([) 

444 Ff!RMITIFt~.ZJ 
ZCi~o..i CONTJNIJf 

Ifll"l'.E0.7)STOP 
5~1)1) CnNTI .. •.IE 

STOP 
FNO 



Sl8PQUTI~E flNITECY) 
OI~F.N~tON YC36~J,OVC366) 
CC' 10 P1C,. /FIN/ 1"0 
~·NO 

V•C 
OT•l 
A•Zit 
fhlZ 
A1•7 
9!•6 
C1•1. 
tl•l 
PZ•lO 
CZ•l 
A 3•1 
P3•6 
(3•7 
OVC1J•COT/AJ•CAl•Yll)+Bl•YCZJ-Cl•Yf3)) 
1"1'•14-1 
or It: .,..z,l'll1 
OV(~I•COT/A)*CAZ+YC,.-l)+BZ•YCN)+CZ+YCN+l)) 

lv CONTINUE · 
0V(~)•(OT/At•CC3•YCI11+83*YCH-li-A3•Y("-2)) 
00 ZC I•l•H 
Yfil•OVCTI 
IFCYfli.LT.O.O)YCli•O.O 

ZO CCNTt,.UE 
DETlJPN 
Ft~O 

o;t•R QfiJT JNf C Hll"foiEY COLOV, NE \IV• OUT, SPill • PU"1P J 
C('I"~C~/nU1/VCl•C14S 
Ol14t~SION VOL(ll),CI1SCZ11 
H &l OUW,NE\oV 
PAT~•O.O 
Ptl'IP•'J.') 
SPILL•l.O 
Ol'T•C.J 
!=l!CFSS•O.O 
1F(NEWV.LT.ll.~66.~)G0 TO 10 
I~CNEWV.lT.lZ397P.7)G0 TO ZO 
IFCNFWV.GT.l~Z869.0IGO TO 30 

5. AVGV•OLOV+SO~TCMEWV•OLOV) 
or 5<' t•t.1o 
lf(AVGV.GE.VCLClleA10eAVGV.Lt.VOLCl+l))~ATE•CC"SCl+l)+C"S(l))/Z.O 

50 CONTINUE 
tFCRATE.EO.O.OIRATE•C"SCZl) 
OISCHG•PATf•664uO 
OUT•NfWV-123q!7e7 
lF(OlT.GE.OISCHG)OUT•DISCHG 
OlOV•NEWV-OUT-SPlll 
IHTVPIII 

lC P~~P•1!397S.7-NE~V 
ZO atOV•N~WV+PU~P 

FETU~III 

lC ~Pill•IIIEWV-lb2~69.0 
JF(SPtLL.GT.Z9l~OJEXCESS•SPlll-Z90lO 
IFCSPILLeGTe29GOO)SPlll•Z9000 
~FWV•l~Z869.G+EXCES5 
GC f(1 ~ 
END . 
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APPENDIX III 

Sample Data 
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L~UT .DATA FOR HLAND 

II• JJ,I<I<•N'h!I=ST 
11 z z 12 1 

COET(J,!IJ J•1,JJ,IC•l•l<l< 
.z:> .9\) .zo 

CN(J•I<),J•1,JJ,K•l•l<l< 
6lt.Ov 7C.ClJ Q2.GIJ 

O~l(J,I<) 
.5~ .zo .eo 

Nt.OUI'),IM•l•ttf1 
31 Z8 31 30 31 30 

TKl 
.as .c5 .os o(.5 

l(l 

.40 • 40 .40 • zo 

UI,J,IC) 
o.J;, 6.44 
o.oJ 13.16 
o.oo 4.20 
c.Jo !6.96 
o.oo 4oQO 
{l.:jv 14.56 
c.oo 17.08 
1.}.1)(1 o.oo 
voiiO G.OO 
lioC\i o.oo 
o.oc o.oo 

SH(J,!I),J•l•JJ,K•1•KI< 
1.90 4.29 

P~F.Cl~ITATICN VALUeS FJR 
• .l1 c.oo o.oo 

o.v(, c,.oJ \:.(.c 
o.oo o.oo u.oo 

o.c:) 
v.GCI 
c.c.o 
CioCO 
o.~o 
o.cc. 
o.c,o 
17.~0 
32.76 
4f..20 
29elZ 

.f7 

t"rNTH • 
o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.co 
z.zs o.oa 

EVAPORATION VALLES fO~ ~O~TH • 
.z~ .11 .cq .13 
.18 .35 .30 .14 
.13 .10 c.o~ .zz 

11 
.16 
.16 

3.oc 

.a~ 

eu.oo 

.30 

31 31 30 31 3-J 

.os 

.40 

Z5.76 
5Z.64 
ze.oo 
55.44 
56.70 
24~64 
96.32 
17.50 
Zlo8lt 
10.80 
43.68 

z.5o 

11 
OeO'O 1o63 ol8 0.0000 1oH 

.39 .31 eZl 0.0000 o.oo 
u.(.C o.~o J.wJ .1010 o.~o 

ol5 ol5 
.16 .16 
.zs o.ou 

.13 

.J.S 

.zt 
.1616 
.1010 
eOZIJZ 

.zo 

.u 

.zs 
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INPUT DATA FOR DYNAMIC LAKE :t-DDEL 

PRECIPITATION VALUES FOR ~ONTH = 2 
~o6 .7c .09 2.oo .24 o.to o.co a.Jo o.ao o.oo 
alG C.CO J.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

c.~o .0s o.oo o.oo o.oo c.co o.oo o.oo 

EV4PORATION VALLES FOR MONTH • 2 
al2 e04 .03 OeOO ell e06 OeOO 
.04 .12 .17 .15 .• 16 .oz. .05 
e20 e07 el6 el5 el8 e22 eC5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

Indirect Rurioff 
(m3/day) 

MO,...TH 2 
.coo 

1036.253 
1C786.448 
24159.370 
91730.202 
34626.231 

9355.034 
3429.446 

136.164 
.ouo 
.ooo 
.ooo 
.ooo 
.coo 
.ooo 
.1>00 
.coo 
.COJ 
.ooo 
.vJJ 
.ooo 
• Jr)Q 
.ooo 
.coo 
·124 
.ooo 
• 0 (j.) 
.ooo 

.zz .o9 .11 

.1z .16 .c7 

.19 



Direct Rtmoff 
(m3/day) 

fo!ONTI-t 
RUNOFF TO LAI<E B 

2 
RUNOFF TO LAKe A 

(..000 
12810.519 

Q296et!79 

~.ooo 
53lO.C75 

. 3231.970 
53lb4.B84 
15431.882 

31Z3.Z94 
68~.530 

c.coo 
c.ooo 
o.oco 
C.O\JC 
o.ooo 
C.OO•J 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
O.JOU 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
c,.coo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
c.oOJ 
o.ooo 
v.coo 

I 138197.577 
47796.&72 
10651.232 

2348.062 
o.ooo 
o.coo 
o.coo 
c.coo 
o.ooo 
Q.(jQC 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
c.oc,o 
o.ovo 
o.ooc 
v.GOO 
o.coo 
o.coo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.c~o 
c. ceo 
o.ooo 
c. coo 
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·Inflow 
(m3/day) 

16149.197 
6117.12'-' 

7oq5e.5q2 
llClOB.l60 
2691~.328 

5627.750 
7C9.586 
293.622 
171.279 

24.466 
24.468 
24.466 
24.468 
24.468 
24.468 
24.466 
24.468 

o.OOCI 
o.ooa 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.GOO 
c.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
u.ooo 
·J. 000 

Outflow M 

(m3/day)ly) 

8563.96868 
4404.32.1Z6 

26915.3223 
41596. 4U.6 
12723.6U.O 

3l80.90:l2 
807.4660 
269.15'53 
171.Z7C79 
122.34Tt2 
122.341t2 
122.34Tt2 
122.341t2 
734.C5ti4 

1712.79q4 
367.C2'Z7 
73.40~5 

v.l.iOJJ 
o.occo 
o.cooo 
o.cooo 
o.oooo 
0.0,)00 
o.oooo 
v.oooo 
o.oooo 
o.oooo 
o.uuoo 

For oore infonnation on data used in this research, refeer to 

Characklis et al., 1976). 
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